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WDA PROJECT NOTE 

PROJECT NOTE NUMBER: 58 

DATE: 25 August 2017 

LOCATION: Project Wide 

EES/MAP BOOK REFERENCE: EES Main Report, Chapter 5.6.7 

SUBJECT:  Veloway 

NOTE:  
1. This Project Note has been prepared to respond to issues raised 

by the Inquiry and Advisory Committee (“IAC”) on 14 August 
2017. 

2. For ease of reference, this Project Note sets out the relevant 
request made by the IAC followed by a response from WDA. 

REQUEST:  3. The IAC has made the following request: 

Please provide information about the health and safety aspects of 
the veloway, in terms of temperature, outlook, design width for 
anticipated volume and speed of cyclists, personal safety and 
security particularly after dark, and emergency management and 
access? 

RESPONSE:  

 

The Veloway is 4 metres wide and around 2.5 kilometres long. It runs 
from the eastern bank of the Maribyrnong River (Shepherd Bridge 
pedestrian bridge) to the eastern side of the Moonee Ponds Creek 
(joins with the Moonee Ponds Creek Trail).   

Consultation has played an integral role in the development of the 
project design for the cycling and walking paths for the West Gate 
Tunnel Project with the Veloway being an innovative response to 
provide a safer, fully separated cycling route for the growing number 
of people cycling to and from the CBD along the Footscray Road 
corridor. 

Victoria Walks provided feedback that separated walking and cycling 
paths are preferable, in particular where cyclist numbers exceed 100 
per hour. This stakeholder highlighted that their vision is for a 
dedicated recreational walking route from the west to the city along 
the Footscray Road route. The Veloway design helps achieves this 
vision by providing a commuter cyclist facility that would minimise 
cyclist numbers on the existing at-grade path. 

Bicycle Network Victoria (BNV) has been engaged at each stage of 
the project’s development and has consistently sought a grade-
separated solution for the Footscray Road path, in particular due to 
safety concerns at the crossing of Appleton Dock Road and any 
design which would create steep gradients, exposure to inclement 
weather and elevated risk of collisions.   

In response, CPBJH JV developed, and consulted with BNV on, the 
Veloway solution. This was well received in principal and has been 
described by BNV as “a promising and positive concept that has 
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potential to deliver wide-ranging benefits for the growing number of 
bike riders in Melbourne’s west”. The design is required to conform to 
VicRoads, Austroads and Australian Standards. It will also adopt the 
following Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
principles:  

Natural access control 

 To decrease criminal intrusion by limiting access. Principles and 
strategies are to: 

 
a) Clearly guide the public to and from specific entrances and 

exits – The Veloway has two publicly accessible entry/exit 
points and two emergency exits. 

b) Prevent or discourage public access to or from dark or 
unmonitored areas – All areas of the enclosed Veloway are 
to be monitored by CCTV and have lighting in accordance 
with relevant standards. 

c) Enable intruders to be more easily recognised – All areas of 
the Veloway are to be monitored by CCTV, with a link to the 
Traffic Control Centre. The alarm system on the two 
emergency exits will be triggered upon unauthorised access. 

Natural surveillance 

 To create an environment in which there is sufficient opportunity 
for Veloway users to observe the space around them. Principles 
and strategies are: 

a) Design and placement of physical features to maximise 
visibility – The Veloway walls are perforated metal where it is 
underslung. While the perforated metal allows a theoretical 
passive surveillance, as the underslug Veloway is located 
between the two main carriageway boxes, this would be 
marginal, hence full CCTV coverage is provided. 

b) Maintenance of minimum lighting standards to provide for 
night-time illumination of parking lots, walkways, entrances, 
exits and related areas – The Veloway will have lighting in 
accordance with relevant standards. 

Territorial reinforcement 

 To create a sense of ownership in the space. Principles and 
strategies are: 

a) Reinforcing existing natural surveillance and natural access 
control strategies with additional symbolic or social ones to 
enhance a feeling of legitimate ownership – The quality of 
materials and iconic design will instil in users of the Veloway 
a sense of civic pride and ownership. 

b) Designing a space to accommodate long-term and 
continued use and to fit its intended purpose – The Veloway 
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design and utility meets this criteria. 

c) Using pavement treatments, landscaping, art, signage, 
screening and fences to define and outline ownership of 
space – The ride surface, perforated screens, colour and 
design meet this criteria. 

The VicRoads Design Guidance for strategically important cycling 
corridors (Design Guidance) suggests a desirable width of 3 metres 
for major paths, to enable comfortable two-way passing movements 
to be undertaken. 

The Design Guidance suggests that the desirable width is suitable 
where the volume of cyclists is up to 1000 per hour during peak 
times. Findings from the Super Tuesday counts indicate the highest 
number of cyclists along the Footscray Road Trail at Shepherd 
Bridge were 720 riders recorded (two-way total) over the two hour 
AM survey period. The Veloway design, at 4 metres wide, is one 
metre wider than the Design Guidance desirable widths, to take into 
account future growth along this corridor. This width is consistent 
with the new cycle bridge adjoining Shepherd Bridge. 

It provides a safe alternative to the existing Footscray Road trail, 
removing six intersection points along Footscray Road and will mean 
cyclists will be able to travel without a road crossing or traffic light all 
the way from Shepherd Bridge in Footscray through to 
Docklands. Given the good visibility and width of the Veloway, it 
would support speeds of between 20–40 km/h in line with other 
commuter cycling paths in Melbourne. 

While the Veloway creates an important grade separation between 
cyclists and traffic on one of Melbourne’s busiest routes, the existing 
‘at grade’ Footscray Road trail will remain in place for pedestrians to 
use and as an alternative for cyclists. 

The Veloway has two access points - one at each end of the veloway 
and in addition will have two emergency exit points that will connect 
the Veloway to Footscray Road in the vicinity of Dock Link Road and 
to the west of Appleton Dock Road. The emergency access points 
are not for general access to the Veloway (as it is a commuter route 
and the at-grade path provides additional connectivity). The exits will 
be secured with emergency doors on either end, which will prevent 
access from Footscray Road and will trigger emergency alarms and 
CCTV upon opening. The emergency exits will be configured as 
stairs with handrails, in accordance with the relevant standards..  

The Veloway will be fully accessible for emergency vehicles from 
each end and will be lit to Australian Standards and will include full 
CCTV coverage with monitoring by the traffic control centre, much 
like the freeway system. 

The Veloway has a mesh cover at the top, open to the air, and 

perforated side panels that will allow for the passage of sunlight and 

fresh air.  
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Further design development will be undertaken during the detailed 
design phase to build upon the safety in design considerations to 
date and finalise the Veloway design. Further consultation with 
Bicycle Network and emergency services will assist in informing the 
final design solution. 

CORRESPONDENCE:  Nil 

ATTACHMENTS:  Nil 

 
 

 


